
Cat Running Wheel w/ Carpet Runway Cat Exercise Wheel for Fitness Cat
Treadmill

RRP: $359.95

Infuse vibrant energy into your feline friend's life with our cat exercise

wheel. This spacious wheel provides ample room for kittens to unleash

their playful spirit, offering a safe outlet for their excess energy and

safeguarding your furniture from the antics of over-energetic cats.

Equipped with silent pulleys, this cat wheel ensures that your kittens can

indulge in their nighttime adventures without disturbing your precious

sleep. Say goodbye to restless nights caused by noisy exercise

equipment!

This cat wheel serves as an excellent gift for lively felines, promoting a

healthy and active lifestyle. It contributes to the overall well-being of your

furry companion, helping them build strength, stamina, and agility.

Introduce this remarkable cat exercise wheel into your kitty's life and

watch as they flourish with vitality and happiness. Give your feline friend

the gift of an enriched and vibrant existence.

FEATURES:FEATURES:

With a sturdy base and a spacious running wheel capable of
holding up to 110 pounds, our cat exercise wheel is suitable for
cats of all sizes. The polished wood surface is coated with a clear
lacquer, ensuring a smooth and splinter-free touch for your furry
friend's safety.
Thanks to the silent bearings, this wheel operates quietly,
minimizing disturbance to both you and your pet. The carpeted
runway provides a comfortable and relaxing surface for your cat's
paws, offering a secure grip while they run.
Experience smooth rotations as your cat enjoys their running
sessions. The wheel's design guarantees a seamless and enjoyable
experience for your feline companion.
Keeping your cat's living environment clean is a breeze with the
removable carpet design, facilitating easy cleaning and
maintenance.
To enhance interaction and provide additional fun, our cat exercise
wheel comes with a cat teaser wand, ensuring engaging playtime
between you and your beloved pet.
Assembling the cat exercise wheel is a breeze with our illustrated
instructions, allowing you to quickly and accurately set it up without
any hassle.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Color: Natural + Gray
Material: Sandwich Plate + PVC Carpet
Overall Dimensions: 80(L) × 34.5(W) × 100(H)cm
Runway Width: 28cm
Running Wheel Inner Diameter:  80cm
Running Wheel Outer Diameter: 90cm
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Cat Feather Wand Length: 80cm
Maximum Weight Capacity: 70kg
Net Weight: 13.5kg
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